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Abstract 

An approach to analytical decision making support based on integration of OLAP technology and Formal Concept Analysis is 
suggested in this paper. The base of domain OLAP modeling is considered. The construction of an analytical model with expert 
knowledge as a lattice of formal cube-concepts is described formally. The use of the suggested approach for constructing an 
analytical model of municipal procurement procedures is represented. The constructed integral analytical model of domain 
includes all possible combinations of analyzed objects and gives opportunity ad-hoc manipulation of them. 
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1. Introduction 

The effectiveness of administrative resources government depends on the way how opportunely analytical 
information will be given. Analytical systems based on On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) are widely used for 
decision making support [1, 2, 3, 4]. OLAP- -line analytical support of 
governmental decision making by the Applied Informatics Department of the Institute of Computational Modeling 
of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Science [5]
governmental organizations of Krasnoyarsk region. For example, in Krasnoyarsk Region it is used by the Ministry 
of Health to control health care and drug provision, by the Ministry of Social Policy to govern in the field of social 
services and social support and by the Department of Emergency for the purpose of crisis management. In 
Krasnoyarsk city it is used by the Department of Economics to plan the social economic development of territories 
and to estimate the efficiency of budget implementation through the Department of Municipal Procurement [6, 7, 8, 
9].  

The maxims of OLAP technology have been formulated by E. Codd in 1993 [10]. The realization of those 
maxims depends on current level of information technology development. Using OLAP means data organized as 
easy-to-understand and easy-to-use data model, which consists of multidimensional cubes. The OLAP-cube is an 
abstract representation of a projection of the RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) relation [11]. 
Obviously, it is a result of query executions for the needed tables of the database. For improving analytical 
processing, data warehouse is usually used [12, 13]. To construct an OLAP-cube by himself the user needs to know 
the schema of the database tables and fields compatible to the domain terms and algorithm of complex measures 
calculation. Thus, the decision maker has to write a specification for the required information and to send it to the 
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engineer. As a result, this engineer has to construct an OLAP-cube for solving each problem. 
The most prevalent way of decision making support is preliminary preparations of analytical cubes [1, 5, 14, 15]. 

It allows the decision maker to focus his mind to an analytical process with the cube: pivoting, drill-down, roll-up. 
But, the necessity for additional measures or dimensions in the cube leads to reconstructing the cube and spending 
time. 

A great number of cubes are accumulated during the use of an OLAP application. Such a situation can be 
represented by a fragmentary analytical model of the domain. The union of the prepared cubes can contain all 
measures and dimensions of the domain, but it cannot satisfy all the needed queries of the decision maker. 

2. OLAP-modeling of domain 

OLAP-modeling of the domain is constructed based on the integral schema of multidimensional data. The model 
score is a vocabulary of special terms. To find all the used terms of the field we should interview the end user, 
should determine his common requirements and investigate reports. The quantity of the determined terms is a set of 
analyzed objects, which can be used for OLAP-cube construction. In common case, we can characterize the cube as 
a function. 

The offered analytical model of the OLAP-cube can be represented as a pair:  
G = (D, F), where  

 
 

The measure is a numerical characteristic of the analyzed process and a dimension is an array of values which 
belongs to the same data type and characterizes a structural property of the domain. A set of dimensions forms an 
axis of the cube. There are analytical measures in a cell of the cube. 

The quantity and content of cubes depend on the quantity of solving problems in the fragmental analytical model. 
This approach leads to irrational grouping measures and dimensions. To solve a new problem we have to construct a 
new OLAP-cube. It means frequent model changing. To avoid these problems the analytical model needs to include 
all existent measures and dimensions and all their possible combinations. In this paper the possibility of combination 
is defined as the comparability of each pair of measure and dimension (they can be processed together). We suggest 
the integral approach to analytical model construction, which gives an opportunity to identify all the compatible 
dimensions for each measure and to use them for ad-hoc requests.  

To obtain information about objects of the domain and their properties, about algorithms of analytical measures 
calculation and relationships between object of analysis we should use an expertise. Hereby, the urgent issue for us 
is to determine the structural features of the analyzed object, to group them by their comparability and to find special 
relations between these groups. In this way we can summarize that these groups are more appropriate to execute our 
request and to process data about a current problem, being solved. 

3. An analytical model based on formal concept analysis 

The terms of domain represent a set of objects of two types: some objects are the numeric characteristics of the 

f the object domain and a set of all possible dimensions D = {d1, 
 R if the i-th 

measure can be processed with the j-th dimension. 
To provide simultaneous measures processing with the maximum number of dimensions it is needed to determine 

groups of equidimensional measures, which have common structural features relative to comparability R. In this 
case, it is advisable to use the methods of binary clustering, where one cluster objects have common properties 
description [16]. One of the most appropriate methods for this is the method of data analysis based on formal 
concepts and concept lattices. 

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is introduced by R. Wille in 1981 [17, 18]. The method is based on 
understanding the world in terms of objects and attributes. The formal context is a triplet K = (G, M, I), which 
consists of set G, set M and relation I  G  M. The elements of set G are objects of the context; the elements of set 
M are attributes of the context. A binary relation I between G and M (described by gIm) indicates when object g  
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G, has attribute m  M. A formal context is often described by a cross table. 
For set A  G and for set B  M it is defined that:  
A' = {m  M | gIm for all g  A} (all attributes in M shared by the objects of A); 
B' = {g  G | gIm for all m  B} (all objects in G that have all the attributes of B). 
The formal concept of the formal context is defined by derivation operators as pair (A, B) with A  G, B  M,  

A = B', B = A'. A is called an extent, and B is called an intent of concept (A, B).  
For creating domain analytical model based on formal concept analysis, the formal context is defined as triplet 

(F, D, R). The elements of set F are measures; the elements of set D are dimensions. Binary relation R between F 
and D is the relation of comparability. Thus, pair (A, B) is a formal concept, where A is a set of equidimensional 
measures, which are processed with all dimensions of B. In terms of OLAP technology, the formal concept is an 
analytical multidimensional cube, which is complete to add equidimensional measures and compatible dimensions. 

The set of all formal concepts of the formal context is ordered by the subconcept-superconcept relation. For two 
 A1  A2 (  B2  B1). (A1, 

B1) is called a subconcept of (A2, B2), and (A2, B2) is called a superconcept of (A1, B1). The set of all concepts 
together with subconcept-superconcept relations forms a complete lattice, which is called a concept lattice [19]. In 
terms of OLAP technology, the subconcept-superconcept relation for domain analytical model is a subcube-
supercube relation. It means that a parent cube set of measures includes a child cube set of measures and a child 
cube set of dimensions includes a parent cube set of dimensions. These concept lattice features (cube lattice 
features) enable adaptive manipulations with all existent domain objects of analysis for an analytical experiment 
made by the decision maker. 

4. Analytical model of municipal procurement 

 
The municipal procurement is a procedure of goods, works and services acquisition. This procedure is organized 

by the municipal government and is financed by the municipal budget for meeting the municipal needs [20]. The 
municipal procurement is the most important administrative form of territorial management. 

Municipal procurement includes three stages: 
Planning is a process of distribution of budget and requests.  
Conduct procurement is a process of auctions preparation and realization. 
Control is a process of contraction and controlling contract execution. 
Estimation of the municipal procurement efficiency at every stage is connected with solving different analytical 

problems, such as: 
 Analysis of municipal needs register; 
 Analysis of requests; 
 Analysis of auctions results; 
 Repayment Monitoring; 
 Analysis of the supplier activity; 
 Budget implementation efficiency estimation; 
 Contract execution monitoring; 
 Government activity efficiency estimation; 
 other problems. 
 Solving the analytical problems is connected with the following queries realization: 
 Budget was pre-arranged to meet the municipal needs; 
 Procurements (competitions, quotations, auctions) were conducted in a year (quarter, month); 
 Procurements (competitions, quotations, auctions) were conducted for goods, works and services acquisition; 
 Threshold price and contract price for goods, works and services acquisition were presented; 
 Lots were frustrated for various reasons; 
 Proposals were submitted by suppliers, who have a privilege category; 
 Proposals were submitted for goods, works and services acquisition; 
 Contracts were made by the suppliers in a year (quarter, month);  
 Contracts were made by the suppliers, who have the first place (second place, third place, etc.); 
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 Non-execution contracts and the budget of these contracts were presented; 
 other queries. 

By analyzing the queries we can find a set of domain terms. Then, we can define the municipal procurement 
analysis objects based on the found domain terms: a set of measures (procurement count, lot count, proposal count, 
contract count, etc.) and a set of dimensions (procurement activity, product category, central purchasing body, lot 
state, proposal state, contract status, month, year and etc.). 

The formal context is established from the comparability relation between measures and dimensions in expert 
opinion. Fig. 1 shows the context of municipal procurement. The described context is given by measures set  F = 
{Procurement count, Lot count, Proposal count, Contract count, Threshold price, Contract price, Budget, Proposal 
guarantee, Contract guarantee} and dimensions set D = {Procurement activity, Procurement state, Product 
category, Procurement privilege category, Central purchasing body, Contracting authority name, Contracting 
authority type, Lot state, Proposal status, Proposal state, Place, Supplier name, Supplier category, Ownership type, 
Sponsor type, Term of payment, Procurement registration number, Procurement name, Lot name, Contract status, 
Record type in contract register, Record state in contract register, Contract monitoring stage, Product 
classification, Item on budget, Register of needs, District, Month, Quinter, Year, Government agent}. Using 
numbers and letters as abbreviations, we also can write F = {f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6,  f7, f8, f9} and D = {d1,  d2,  d3,  
d4,  d5,  d6,  d7,  d8,  d9,  d10,  d11,  d12,  d13,  d14,  d15,  d16,  d17,  d18,  d19,  d20,  d21,  d22,  d23,  d24,  d25,  
d26,  d27,  d28,  d29,  d30,  d31}. Relation R is represented by the crosses which can formally be expressed by R = 
{(f1,  d1), (f1,  d2), (f1,  d3), (f1,  d4), (f1,  d5), (f1,  d14), (f1,  d14), (f1,  d24), (f1,  d25), (f1,  d27), (f1,  d28), (f1,  
d29), (f1,  d30), (f1,  d31),  (f9,  d30)}. 

Formal concepts are formed based on the established context. Either of the concepts is a complete analytical cube 
(OLAP-cube). In our example, the formal context contains 44 formal concepts. For example, the measures of set  = 
{f1, f2, f4, f7} can be commensurable only with dimensions of set  = {d1,  d3,  d4,  d5,  d6,  d7,  d15,  d24,  d25, 
d28, d29, d30} at the same time. Therefore, pair ( , ) is a formal concept and is a complete analytical cube for 
solving group of analytical problems of the municipal procurement. Fig. 2 shows a concept lattice as an integral 
analytical model of the municipal procurement. This cube lattice gives means for the adaptive manipulation with all 
the analyzed objects and it absorbs the maximum collection of analytical problems of the municipal procurement. 

Conclusion and Future Work 

Using FCA can increase the efficiency of on-line analytical processing. Expert knowledge about domain objects 
(measures and dimensions), their properties, relations, algorithms of the analytical measures calculation is 
represented as a lattice (a cube lattice). The knowledge representation is used for the manipulation with all the 
analyzed objects at the same time. The constructed integral analytical model of domain includes all possible 
combinations of analyzed objects. Therefore, the suggested approach improves the government decision making 
process.  

The future research will be connected with solving the following problems:  
 Developing the algorithm to form concepts presented as cubes and a concept lattice, presented as a cube lattice. 
 Developing the storage model for cubes and a cube lattice. 
 Developing the algorithm to determine the optimal concept (OLAP-cube) for an analyzed problem. 
 Developing the logical inference rules for the adaptive manipulation support of the analyzed objects. 
 Developing the tools for analytical decision making support based on FCA.  
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Fig. 1. Context of municipal procurement 
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Fig. 2. Concept lattice of municipal procurement 
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